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a similar service is available to the city of columbus; it is called oracle. oracle can also be used for the purchase
of add-on licenses. its use is limited to dedicated desktops. the service may not be as robust as bizfirst, in
general. for users who are purchasing licenses, oracle requires an email be sent to oracle whereupon an

authorization code will be sent to the purchaser. the purchaser must then input the code to activate the license.
acquisition of a license on an employee access (ea) account is required prior to the program’s use. all students
must have a connection to the office of information technology’s self service kiosks. when using adobe acrobat
pro, the ea account must be active; the program cannot be used without the account being activated. if you are

using adobe acrobat pro extended in an academic environment, you must have a license key enabled to use
the free online help. your access to adobe help is tied to your access to acrobat. you will not be able to access
the online help system without a key. if you are activating for the first time on a microsoft windows platform,

you will be provided with a serialized license. serialized license keys are long codes that are assigned to
individuals. your license can be embedded inside acrobat; when using a serialized license, you will have the

option to add a license key. zoo vis+ is a powerful, easy to use tool for researchers and educators. it is a
research, interactive, two-dimensional zoology software program. each copy for windows desktop use is

designated for administrative use only. students can use several copies on their pc's. for additional copies: zoo
vis+ license codes for multi-use are renewable each semester. please contact the manager of science at the

college of arts and sciences for any zoo vis+ request. for example, buy one copy for your principal investigator
and one for your graduate student, and you will receive one code for administrative use and one for your

graduate student.
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